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Population structure and genome-wide patterns of variation in Ireland and Britain

Colm T O’Dushlaine1,2,3,4, Derek Morris1,4, Valentina Moskvina5, George Kirov5, International Schizophrenia Consortium4, Michael Gill1,4, Aiden Corvin1,4, James F Wilson*,6,8 and Gianpiero L Cavalleri*,7,8

Located off the northwestern coast of the European mainland, Britain and Ireland were among the last regions of Europe to be colonized by modern humans after the last glacial maximum. Further, the geographical location of Britain, and in particular of Ireland, is such that the impact of historical migration has been minimal. Genetic diversity studies applying the Y chromosome and mitochondrial systems have indicated reduced diversity and an increased population structure across Britain and Ireland relative to the European mainland. Such characteristics would have implications for genetic mapping studies of complex disease. We set out to further our understanding of the genetic architecture of the region from the perspective of (i) population structure, (ii) linkage disequilibrium (LD), (iii) homozygosity and (iv) haplotype diversity (HD). Analysis was conducted on 3654 individuals from Ireland, Britain (with regional sampling in Scotland), Bulgaria, Portugal, Sweden and the Utah HapMap collection. Our results indicate a subtle but clear genetic structure across Britain and Ireland, although levels of structure were reduced in comparison with average cross-European structure. We observed slightly elevated levels of LD and homozygosity in the Irish population compared with neighbouring European populations. We also report on a cline of HD across Europe with greatest levels in southern populations and lowest levels in Ireland and Scotland. These results are consistent with our understanding of the population history of Europe and promote Ireland and Scotland as relatively homogenous resources for genetic mapping of rare variants.
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INTRODUCTION

Over the past 5 years, rapid technological developments in high-throughput genotyping, and more recently sequencing, have heralded a true era of population genomics. The high-resolution data sets that suddenly became available accelerated the development of analytical approaches for exploring questions surrounding signatures of population history (eg, linkage disequilibrium (LD), population structure, admixture), how selection has shaped the architecture of our genome, and for crucial identification of genetic factors predicting the development and treatment of common human diseases.

It is the question of identifying the common genetic variants influencing risk of common diseases such as type 2 diabetes and cancer that most resources have been focused. High-density single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) data sets have rapidly accelerated and refined genetic mapping techniques and reducing costs have meant that strategies, such as association, linkage, admixture and homozygosity mapping, have been applied with notable success. Before the genome-wide association study era, the community of human geneticists could agree on only a handful of replicated genetic risk factors for complex disease, whereas today there is agreement on over 1000 and the number continues to rise. However, despite this progress, much work remains to be carried out towards understanding the genetic architecture involved. For example, despite very large and well-powered studies, much of the genetic contribution towards disease and trait prediction remains to be characterized; this has been dubbed as the ‘missing heritability’. It is also clear that the variants identified through genome-wide association studies are in most cases not the causal variants, and considerable fine mapping of known associations will be required before an accurate catalogue of even the most common variation influencing human health and disease can be collated.

An improved understanding of the population genetic structure can refine and empower the application of genetic mapping. For example, differences in patterns of LD across populations can compromise the expected performance of genome-wide association study experiments; cryptic stratification (even when controlled for) will further compromise power, whereas incorporating population admixture into the study design can lead to significantly increased power.

In this paper, we seek to further our knowledge of the population structure of Britain and Ireland. Located off the western seaboard of
the European mainland, these islands are of particular interest as they represent one of the last regions of Europe to be populated continuously. Further, at the northwestern extreme of the continent and isolated by sea, these islands are geographically remote. This relative isolation and recent population history may have resulted in particular genomic traits that are advantageous for genetic mapping (e.g., extended LD, lower allelic diversity, increased homozgyosity and so on). Y chromosome analysis has revealed a rather low diversity in the region compared with other parts of Europe, with signals of continuity from the earliest times and relatively little subsequent input from settlers in the meantime, with major contributions limited to particular areas of Britain, including the north and west of Scotland and the eastern seaboard of Britain.7–7 Moreover, the recent discovery of Y chromosome variants with very circumscribed distributions across the isles (JP Wilson, unpublished) indicates considerable isolation among the populations inhabiting Ireland and those that are now England and Scotland. The most striking pattern in Scotland and England is a strong east-to-west differentiation, a palimpsest resulting no doubt from multiple immigrations from the east.8 Mitochondrial DNA analysis also reveals lower than average diversity in Ireland, but not Britain.9 Using a data set of 4424 SNPs, we previously confirmed the close genetic relationship between Irish and neighbouring European populations and illustrated the suitability of the HapMap Utah Centre d’Etude du Polymorphisme Humain (CEPH) data set for the design of LD-based genetic mapping studies in the Irish population.10

In this study, using whole-genome association data from the Irish, British and mainland European populations, we seek to provide a detailed description of the patterning of common human genetic variation with a view to informing future large-scale genetic mapping studies. We focus on four key areas—population genetic structure, LD, homozgyosity and genetic diversity. Through principal components and Bayesian approaches, we explore the structuring of genetic variation within and among British, Irish and European populations. We characterize the patterning of LD across the different samples and compare it with the HapMap European-heritage population with the aim of identifying and understanding subtle among-population differences in LD that might influence the efficiency of genetic mapping. We investigated the nature and extent of runs of homozgyosity (ROH) in each population. Finally, we calculated summary statistics of haplotype diversity (HD) with a view to commenting on disease allele diversity and the corresponding influence on genetic mapping.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Samples

We used genotype data from a total of 3367 individuals recruited from seven different European or European descent populations. They were Ireland/Dublin (N=866), Scotland/Aberdeen (N=702), Bulgaria (N=611), Portugal (N=216), Sweden (N=400), South/Southeast England (N=312) and Utah (N=60). The Irish/Dublin, Scottish/Aberdeen, Bulgarian, Portuguese and Swedish populations were recruited as healthy controls, as part of the International Schizophrenia Consortium’s (ISC) genetic mapping effort. Further details on the ISC population’s samples are available elsewhere.11 Genotypes of the 512 British samples were accessed from the Wellcome Trust Case Control Consortium (WTCCC) 1958 Birth Control Data set. The Utah European ancestry population (CEU) was from the Hapmap project, phase 2. To provide structured coverage of Great Britain, we subdivided the 1958/WTCCC samples (on the basis of postcode information) as either ‘southern’ (approximately Dorset, Hampshire, Oxfordshire, Berkshire) or ‘southeastern’ (approximately Kent, Surrey, East and West Sussex), as defined by the WTCCC.12 The ‘southern’ and ‘southeastern’ populations were selected to complement the more ‘northern’ Scottish population.

The ISC samples were all genotyped on the Affymetrix (Santa Clara, CA, USA) 5.0 and 6.0 platforms (739995 SNPs). We cleaned this data set by excluding individuals with >10% missing genotypes and SNPs with minor allele frequencies <1%. To allow merging with the HapMap and WTCCC (Affy 5.0) data sets, we reduced the ISC data set to the core set of 344901 SNPs common to all HapMap, WTCCC and ISC populations investigated in this study.

Population structure

Principal components analysis (PCA) was carried out using the Eigensoft package (v2.0).13 We applied the software using parameters of five iterations of outlier removal, and calculated 20 eigenvectors or principal components in each analysis. We visualized these data using kernel density plots created by the Ecological Data Analysis (ADE4) package in R.14 In addition to PCA, we assessed the population structure using the program FRAPPE,15 predicting individual ancestry for a range of assumed numbers of distinct populations (K). PCA and FRAPPE analyses were carried out on 60 random individuals from each population (matching the number of HapMap CEU founders used and for computational efficiency). Data were visualized using the program diSTRUC.16

LD

Pairwise D’ and r2 values were calculated within populations using PLINK.17 To account for the effects of unequal sample sizes, we selected 60 random individuals to represent each population. To compare the range and extent of LD across our populations, we calculated mean LD for each pair using 3850 SNPs along chromosome 22 within 1000 bp bins (ie, bin 1=0–1000, bin 2=1001–2000 and so on). Confirmatory analysis of LD patterns observed on chromosome 22 was conducted using genotype data from chromosome 16. We plotted LD against physical distance for SNP pairs within 0–70 kb.18

LD unit (LDU) maps are a useful way of summarizing patterns of LD in populations, where LDU represents the product of the physical distance between SNPs and a parameter that reflects the decline in the probability of association between markers according to physical distance.19,20 We calculated LDU maps for each population using chromosome 22 genotypes and previously described methodology.20 Consistent with the literature, we defined LD ‘holes’ as regions with a gap greater than 2.5 LDU between adjacent SNPs.19,21

ROH

ROH were identified using PLINK v1.06.17 We applied the following parameters for calculating ROH: 5 MB window size; a minimum of 50 SNPs per window; and allowing one heterozygous and five missing calls per window. In addition, we used a minimum length cutoff of 1 Mb and a minimum number of 100 contiguous homozgyous SNPs. We excluded regions in which the mean tract density exceeded 50kb per SNP and used a maximum gap between two consecutive homozgyous SNPs of 1 Mb.21–23 ROH were identified separately for each population. We assessed three features of ROH—(i) number of homozgyous segments (average and range, calculated across individuals within a population), (ii) summed segment length (average and range, calculated across individuals within a population) and (iii) FRoH, a genomic measure of individual autozygosity, defined as the proportion of the autosomal genome in ROH above a specified length threshold22 (we use FRoH to define the proportion of the genome in runs 1Mb or greater in length, and FRoH to define proportions in runs of 5 Mb or greater in length).21

HD

We estimated HD within each population (N=60, same sets as for LD analysis) by the average number of haplotypes observed in nonoverlapping 0.5 cM windows spanning the autosomal genome, as previously described.24 Haplotypes were phased using Beagle v3.0.4,25 The genome was divided into 0.5 cM windows, in which the first SNP on each chromosome defined the start of window 1 and the next window started at the position at which the preceding window ended. Haplotypes across each of our populations were counted from random selections of either 10 SNPs (when between 10 and 25 SNPs were found within a bin) or 25 SNPs (when more than 25 SNPs were found). Windows containing fewer than 10 SNPs were discarded. We then summarized HD for each of the populations separately and interpreted our findings in the context of previously reported results from additional European populations.24
RESULTS
Analysis of population structure
Eigensoft PCA analysis across all seven of our European and European-ancestry populations broadly identified four sub-groups consisting of (i) Bulgarian, (ii) Portuguese, (iii) Swedish and (iv) Irish/British/Utah populations (see Figure 1a, Supplementary Figure S1). The first two principal components (PCs) separate out northern from southern, and western from eastern European ancestry, respectively. The Europe-wide PCA analysis positions the Scottish population (Aberdeen) intermediate between the Irish and English populations. We further explored this observation by restricting our PC analysis to residents of Ireland, Scotland (Aberdeen) and south/ southeast England (Figure 1b, Supplementary Figure S1). This analysis confirms the observation that the Scottish population is intermediate between the Irish and English cohorts on the first principal component (this time dividing west from east). Although more subtle, the Scottish cohort is also shifted slightly from the other two on PC2.

We next explored genetic differentiation using the model-based Bayesian clustering approach incorporated in the program FRAPPE.15 As expected, results overlapped closely with the PC analysis. Restricting analysis to 60 individuals from each of the eight populations, we observed the effect of increasing $k$ (the number of specified sub-populations to be inferred). The first component of our PC analysis (north/south division) roughly corresponds with the $k=2$ FRAPPE analysis, with Bulgaria and Portugal separating from the other populations. At $k=3$, we see Sweden separating out from the other northern European populations. At $k=4$, we can resolve Bulgarian, Portuguese and Swedish individuals from Britain and Ireland. Increasing to $k=5$ provides little additional resolution, although there seems to be a continuum of variation from the Irish population through to Scottish to English and CEU (see Supplementary Figure S2).

Interpopulation fixation index-statistics ($F_{ST}$) revealed subtle but significant differences between populations, supporting PCA and FRAPPE results (see Table 1). As expected, the largest difference ($F_{ST}=0.5\%$) was between Sweden and Portugal (who seem distant on both PC1 and PC2, and are identified in the $k=2$ FRAPPE analysis), followed by Bulgaria and Ireland (who again differ across both PC1 and PC2). The British and Irish populations show very little differentiation ($F_{ST} \sim 0.02-0.06\%$), with the Scottish population seeming to be closer to the southern English than to the Irish.

Patterning of LD
To explore the nature and extent of LD, we calculated within-population $r^2$ and $D'$ values and compared these across populations. The breakdown and patterning of LD with distance is virtually indistinguishable among the Irish, Scottish, southern English, Swedish and HapMap CEU populations (Supplementary Figure S3). The similarity of LD patterning across populations is not chromosome specific and is repeated when calculated using genotype data from chromosome 16.

We next explored differences in cross-population LD patterning using LDU maps. These maps are generated from the product of physical distance between flanking SNPs and a parameter describing the decline in association with distance computed for each interval. ‘Shorter’ maps represent populations with high levels of LD and the overall map length correlates with (effective) time to a population bottleneck. We included an LDU analysis, as it may be more sensitive to LD patterning than $r^2$ and $D'$.$^{19}$ Indeed, although LD patterning across all the European descent populations did not differ strongly in the overall patterning of $r^2$ and $D'$, we observed subtle but clear differences using LDU maps. Figure 2 illustrates that the Swedish and Irish populations have shorter LDU maps, indicative of more extensive LD across chromosome 22. This difference in LD patterns is also reflected in the estimated number of LD holes in each population. The Swedish population had the lowest overall number (64), followed by Ireland (88), HapMap CEU (97), southern England (105) and Scotland (109) (see Table 2, Supplementary Figure S4).

ROH
The observation of a subtle degree of isolation for the Irish group at the LD level is also in agreement with the results of our ROH analysis. Again we see very similar patterning across populations, but our results suggest that the Irish population has the largest proportion of the genome in ROH (as measured by $F_{ROH}$), relative to the British and HapMap CEU populations examined here (Figure 3). Overall, the Irish and Swedish populations seem slightly different from the others in the context of ROH. Both the Irish and Swedish populations showed, on an average, a greater number of ROH, an increased maximum ROH length, as well as an increased proportion of the genome in homozygous runs, compared with that of the Scottish, southern English and Utah populations. Similarly, the mean level of individual autozygosity per population as measured by $F_{ROH}$ was...
highest for the Irish group (Figure 4). Together, these results suggest slightly increased autozygosity in the Irish cohort compared with the British and Swedish cohorts.

Autozygosity is generated by increased levels of kinship, which in turn reflects the population history of Ireland. Although relatively undisturbed by secondary migrations,5,26 the population of Ireland has undergone expansions and contractions at numerous points in recent history (eg, two major famines since 1600, disease epidemics, expansion in the first half of the 19th century). Aside from these features, the increased autozygosity may also reflect legacies of Gaelic family structures and comparatively low levels of migration that are in part due to a lack of industrial revolution in Ireland.

To test a hypothesis of increased autozygosity due to features of relatively recent population history, we examined the patterning of homozygosity looking for signals of parental relatedness over the last four or five generations. Previous work has illustrated that parental relatedness arising within four to six generations predominantly affects ROH over 5 Mb in length.22 We therefore compared this statistic across populations. Results show that the Irish and Swedish populations have around 10 times as much of their genomes in ROH over 5 Mb in length than the southern English, and 1.5–3 times as much as Scotland and Utah (Figure 4).

HD
Our final set of analyses explored the degree of HD (HD) across populations. HD represents a method for quantifying genetic diversity that integrates LD. The nature and patterning of HD can, in theory, reflect the underlying disease-causing genetic variation and provide insight into human demographic history. We estimated HD across our populations and placed our results in the context of previous estimates for European and world populations, calculated using the same technique.24 Diversity across Britain and Ireland is reduced in comparison with mainland European populations, with Scotland and Ireland having lower levels than southern England. Thecline in HD across Europe is seen to extend all the way to the Atlantic, where the lowest national genetic diversities in Europe are apparent (Figure 5). These results are in close agreement with an earlier survey of HD across Europe24 and are consistent with a serial founder effect, a scenario in which population expansion involves successive migration of a small fraction of individuals out of the previous location, starting from a single origin in sub-Saharan Africa.27

Table 1 Population differentiation as measured by pairwise $F_{ST}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ABER</th>
<th>DUB</th>
<th>ENGL_S_SE</th>
<th>PORT</th>
<th>BULG</th>
<th>SWED</th>
<th>CEU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABER</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0.000476</td>
<td>0.000226</td>
<td>0.003341</td>
<td>0.003298</td>
<td>0.001546</td>
<td>0.000131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUB</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0.000674</td>
<td>0.003969</td>
<td>0.004140</td>
<td>0.002226</td>
<td>0.000767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENGL_S_SE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0.002804</td>
<td>0.002702</td>
<td>0.001267</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PORT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0.002655</td>
<td>0.005067</td>
<td>0.002906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BULG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0.003929</td>
<td>0.002587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWED</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0.000771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See Figure 1 legend for population identifiers.

Figure 2 LDU map for Irish, British and CEU populations. See Figure 1 legend for population identifiers.

Table 2 Properties of LD maps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Length of LD map (LDU)</th>
<th>LD holes (number)a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SWED</td>
<td>818</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUB</td>
<td>858</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEU</td>
<td>894</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENGL_S_SE</td>
<td>896</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABER</td>
<td>903</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aDefined as a gap of > 2.5 LDU between adjacent markers. See Figure 1 legend for population identifiers.

DISCUSSION

Our analysis of population structure through both PCA and Bayesian approaches reiterates previously reported patterns of genetic structure across Europe. PC1 clearly differentiates northern from southern Europe, whereas PC2 differentiates eastern from western Europe.28–30 What was perhaps less well described was the subtle structuring of variation across Britain and Ireland. Through PCA we were able to resolve the Irish population from both the Scottish and English populations, consistent with previous observations based on a similarly sized data set.29 Further, we observed subtle differentiation between Scotland and England, as previously illustrated in WTCCC data.12,31 A previous report of the European population structure that was focused primarily on mainland Europe reported interpopulation $F_{ST}$ values of 0.003.28 It is interesting to note that across Britain and Ireland, $F_{ST}$ values were an order of magnitude lower (average English/Irish/Scottish value = 0.0005). Although intermediate between Irish and English populations by PCA, our Scottish population seems genetically more similar to the English than to the Irish population using $F_{ST}$. This result is in keeping with the geographical proximity between Scotland and England and the sharing, therefore, of more historical and prehistorical influences than with Ireland. The degree of sharing between Scotland and Ireland or England is probably structured according to geography. It would be interesting, for example, to
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quantify genetic sharing between western Scottish regions (e.g., Argyll or Galloway) and Ireland or, conversely, between the Border region and England. Evidence for genetic structure within Scotland exists from Y-chromosome analysis, which reveals both a shared ancestry between eastern Scottish and eastern English samples, such as ours, and a similarity between Scotland and Ireland to the exclusion of England (JF Wilson, unpublished data).

The degree of differentiation observed in this study is conservative, given that samples were not collected on the basis of ancestry, but rather on the basis of residence only. Given the massively increased level of population mobility in the last century, one would expect increased differentiation if sampling were restricted to individuals with all four grandparents from particular regions of interest.

The Utah population is known to have a majority English ancestry. Our results are consistent with this; the HapMap CEU and southern English populations being virtually indistinguishable using both $F_{ST}$ and PCA.

Figure 3 $F_{ROH1}$ patterning in Irish, British and Swedish populations. Box plots represent (a) the number and (b) the summed size of segments of the autosomal genome that exists in ROH of 1 Mb or greater in length (i.e., $F_{ROH1}$). The bars represent mean and confidence intervals, as per a standard box plot (box indicating the 25th–75th percentile of the $F_{ROH1}$ distribution, line within box representing the median and ends of the whiskers representing the 5th–95th percentiles). Outliers are represented by diamonds.

Figure 4 Mean $F_{ROH1}$ and $F_{ROH5}$ patterning in Irish, British and Swedish populations. See Figure 1 legend for population identifiers. Y-axis indicates the average proportion of the autosomal genome covered by $F_{ROH1}$ or $F_{ROH5}$ (see Materials and Methods for definition of $F_{ROH}$).
However, it is interesting to note that using the LDU map to distinguish, consistent with our own and other authors' previous results, that the increase in LD is marginal. It is possible that the increased levels we have observed are at least partially attributable to the genetic remnants of ancient Gaelic patrilineal dynasties, in combination with the traditionally agricultural nature of Irish society. Ireland was not affected by industrial revolution to the same extent as Britain. Industrial revolution has been associated with mass migration from rural to urban communities and an expansion of effective population size. The absence of such a pattern in Ireland would have resulted in an extended adherence to primogeniture-style inheritance of land, with frequently only one adult sibling from each family being enabled to marry and reproduce by accession to farm ownership. Such patterns would have restricted growth in effective population size. However, a potential confounder in this study is the sampling scheme: at least in areas with little mobility, recruiting primarily from rural as opposed to urban areas could increase levels of autozygosity, as could sampling a group of people who were born earlier.

Similar to Ireland, Sweden has also traditionally been an agricultural society. Although the industrial revolution drove urbanization in Sweden towards the end of the 19th century, the more recent time to population bottleneck (as indicated by the LDU map) and the resulting rapid expansion during the 20th century might be contributing to the lack of diversity we observe in our data. Further, work taking these variables into account will be necessary to fully understand the causes underlying the patterns we see.

The results of our HD analysis are consistent with expectations from our understanding of European population history. They re-capitulate the famous cline in allele frequencies first noted by Ammerman and Cavalli-Sforza and associated by them with the spread of Neolithic farmers across the continent. Data from both Y chromosomes and mtDNA reveal the same patterns. Simulations have since shown that a cline in both allele frequencies and genetic diversity from southeast to northwest Europe would also be expected from the original dispersal of hunter-gatherers into Europe. It is likely that

In agreement with the population structure results, our comparisons of LD illustrated close parallels between the populations tested in this study. At the level of $D'$ and $r^2$, the populations seemed indistinguishable, consistent with our own and other authors' previous results. However, it is interesting to note that using the LDU parameter, we observed increased levels of LD and reduced numbers of ‘LD holes’ in Irish and Swedish populations (see Figure 3, Table 2). However, it should be stressed that the increase in LD is marginal. It is well known that population isolates show significantly increased levels of LD. Classic isolates typically generate LDU maps (of chromosome 22) with lengths in the region of 400–700 units. Although the corresponding LDU map length of Ireland (858 units) and Sweden (818 units) is shorter than that of Scotland, southern England and Utah CEPH (894–903 units), it is still significantly longer than that of a typical isolate. In this sense, the concept of the general Irish population as anything approaching a population isolate can be dismissed. However, reflecting the situation across Europe, populations showing characteristics of a genetic isolate probably exist within the rural communities of Ireland, or on islands off the mainland. Known European examples of genetic isolates located close to cosmopolitan populations include the town of Rucphen in the Netherlands and the Orkney Islands off Scotland. Focusing research on rural Irish communities would shed further light on this question.

Analysis of ROH is a powerful method to gauge the extent of ancient kinship and recent parental relationship within a population. This is because ROH arise from shared parental ancestry in an individual’s pedigree. The offspring of cousins have very long ROH, commonly over 10 Mb, whereas at the other end of the spectrum, almost all Europeans have ROH of ~2 Mb in length, reflecting shared ancestry from hundreds to thousands of years ago. By focussing on ROH of different lengths, it is therefore possible to infer aspects of demographic history at different time depths in the past. We used $F_{ROH}$ measures to compare and contrast patterning across populations. These measures are genomic equivalents of the pedigree inbreeding coefficient, but do not suffer from problems of pedigree reconstruction. By varying the lengths of ROH that are counted, they may be tuned to assess parental kinship at different points in the past. We used two different measures, $F_{ROH1}$, which includes all ROH over 1 Mb and hence includes information on recent and background parental relatedness, and $F_{ROH5}$, which sums ROH over 5 Mb in length, more typical of a parental relationship in the last four to six generations. Our $F_{ROH1}$ results indicate slightly elevated levels in the Irish and Swedish populations (compared with southern England, Scotland and HapMap CEU) of both the overall number of ROH and the proportion of genome in ROH (see Figure 3). This pattern was exaggerated when we restricted analysis to ROH greater than 5 Mb in length (i.e., $F_{ROH5}$, see Figure 4), indicating increased levels of parental relatedness in the last six generations in the Irish and Swedish populations compared with other populations tested in this study. When we remove individuals with ROH over 5 Mb from the $F_{ROH1}$ analysis (Supplementary Figure S5), Ireland remains as the population with the most homozygous runs and the longest sum length of homozygosity. This provides further evidence that the elevated proportion of shorter ROH, and hence the number of ancient pedigree loops in Ireland, is indeed real and not driven by a limited number of offspring of cousins.

Famine and mass emigration may have driven the increased levels of autozygosity in the Irish population. However, we consider it likely that the increased levels we have observed are at least partially attributable to the genetic remnants of ancient Gaelic patrilineal dynasties, in combination with the traditionally agricultural nature of Irish society. Ireland was not affected by industrial revolution to the same extent as Britain. Industrial revolution has been associated with mass migration from rural to urban communities and an expansion of effective population size. The absence of such a pattern in Ireland would have resulted in an extended adherence to primogeniture-style inheritance of land, with frequently only one adult sibling from each family being enabled to marry and reproduce by accession to farm ownership. Such patterns would have restricted growth in effective population size. However, a potential confounder in this study is the sampling scheme: at least in areas with little mobility, recruiting primarily from rural as opposed to urban areas could increase levels of autozygosity, as could sampling a group of people who were born earlier.

Similar to Ireland, Sweden has also traditionally been an agricultural society. Although the industrial revolution drove urbanization in Sweden towards the end of the 19th century, the more recent time to population bottleneck (as indicated by the LDU map) and the resulting rapid expansion during the 20th century might be contributing to the lack of diversity we observe in our data. Further, work taking these variables into account will be necessary to fully understand the causes underlying the patterns we see.

The results of our HD analysis are consistent with expectations from our understanding of European population history. They re-capitulate the famous cline in allele frequencies first noted by Ammerman and Cavalli-Sforza and associated by them with the spread of Neolithic farmers across the continent. Data from both Y chromosomes and mtDNA reveal the same patterns. Simulations have since shown that a cline in both allele frequencies and genetic diversity from southeast to northwest Europe would also be expected from the original dispersal of hunter-gatherers into Europe. It is likely that

Figure 5 HD estimates across Europe. Values represent HD in the order of H10, H25 (see Materials and Methods for calculation of H10 and H25). *indicates populations for which H10/H25 values have been taken directly from the literature.
both processes contributed, along with postglacial expansions from southern refugia, for example, in Ibiza, where diversity is clearly higher in our data set. Similar geographical patterns are seen using SNP heterozygosity.28 Our analysis is the first to reveal that, at the autosomal level, this diversity gradient extends across Britain and Ireland, reaching a low point in Scotland and Ireland, at the edge of the Atlantic.

In summary, our results illustrate a subtle genetic structure across Britain and Ireland in the context of the comparatively homogenous nature of the European genetic pool. We have observed slightly elevated levels of LD and genome-wide heterozygosity in Ireland and Sweden compared with neighbouring British and European populations, although these levels do not approach those of traditional population isolates. Similarly, we have illustrated a decrease in HD in Britain and Ireland, more so in Scotland and Ireland than in England. All these characteristics can be advantageous for genetic mapping. A reduced structure moderates the issue of cryptic stratification, although appropriate corrective steps should always be taken. Elevated LD and fewer LD holes will enhance the efficiency and power of genome-wide association study platforms. Reduced HD should reflect the disease allele architecture. Increased ROH will improve power for the identification of recessive effects. Aside from promoting Ireland and Scotland as resources for genetic mapping, the elevated levels of kinship illustrated in Ireland, and potentially in Scotland, would in theory make these particularly amenable populations to levels of kinship illustrated in Ireland, and potentially in Scotland, and England. Thus, these regions may also be particularly useful for genome-wide association studies.
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